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 Amy Krouse Rosenthal, proud mother of three, can simply verify that fact, which explains why
she has chosen to compile a "scrapbook" of the kinds of things any disheartened or
overwhelmed mom needs to hear.Bestselling writer Amy Krouse Rosenthal’s warm and hilarious
help to motherhood"Mother" may be the the majority of underappreciated job title ever, as any
girl who has raised children can verify. She provides encouragement for women who would like
to start family members but are afraid to, and support for females who already have families
and occasionally wish they'd by no means started. Mothers will laugh aloud at Rosenthal’s
descriptions of chaotic, exhausting, hilarious scenes all mothers know too well, and ultimately
feel the heat, joy, and purpose which makes mothering the rewarding job it really is. With
Rosenthal’s signature humor mixed with a lot of wisdom and a good dosage of reassurance, she
reminds mothers that it’s okay if their children don’t like them all the time, that each mom
fantasizes about running away, and that mothers should take pleasure in the things they can do
better than their kids can?important points, like drawing a bit of toast.The handy format makes
this book ideal for picking right up between warming bottle fluid, doing laundry, and putting
away toys. Rosenthal’s suggestions will ring accurate to mothers (and mothers-to-be) of most
ages.
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Ehhh I adore AKR’s kids’ books - Spoon is delightful and so are Little Hoot, Little Oink and Small
Pea. It’s disjointed and disconnected, like they were picked from a number of blog posts and
thrown together on the net.This book reads similar to a modern-day Erma Bombeck. It’s cute
little stories that are only connected because rhey’ In the same family members. They’re
delicious books with lively word-play and Friendshape is so lovely and kind. Another great book
simply by Amy Krouse Rosenthal Great book! You don’t reach *know* any of the family as
they’re just heroes who flit in and out without the plot or character advancement. Really funny,
honest and relatable on multiple levels as a mom.
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